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ABSTRACT: The structural, vibrational, and photochemical study
of 1-methylhydantoin (1-MH, C4H6N2O2) was undertaken by matrix
isolation infrared spectroscopy (in argon matrix; 10 K), complemented by quantum chemical calculations performed at the
DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level of approximation. The theoretical calculations yielded the Cs symmetry structure, with planar heavy
atom skeleton, as the minimum energy structure on the potential
energy surface of the molecule. The electronic structure of this
minimum energy structure of 1-MH was then studied in detail by
means of the natural bond orbital (NBO) and atoms in molecules
(AIM) approaches, allowing for the elucidation of speciﬁc characteristics of the molecule’s σ and π electronic systems. The infrared
spectrum of the matrix-isolated 1-MH was fully assigned, also with
the help of the theoretically predicted spectrum of the compound,
and its UV-induced unimolecular photochemistry (λ ≥ 230 nm) was investigated. The compound was found to fragment to CO,
isocyanic acid, methylenimine, and N-methyl−methylenimine. Finally, a thermal behavior investigation on 1-MH samples was
carried out using infrared spectroscopy (10 K until melting), diﬀerential scanning calorimetry and polarized light thermal
microscopy. A new polymorph of 1-MH was identiﬁed. The IR spectra of the diﬀerent observed phases were recorded and
interpreted.

■

INTRODUCTION
Hydantoins are heterocyclic organic compounds that derive
from imidazolidine, with two carbonyl groups bonded in C2
and C4 positions; substituents can be present in the remaining
atoms of the ring (C5, N1, or N3). Hydantoins exhibit relevant
physiological activities, for example as anticonvulsive, antiepileptic, anti-inﬂammatory, and anticancer drugs.1−6 The use
of substituted hydantoins for the treatment of HIV-1 has also
been suggested.7,8 In spite of the practical relevance of
hydantoins, studies on the electronic structure, spectroscopic
properties and photochemistry of this type of compounds are
rather scarce. In fact, most of the reported studies on
hydantoins deal with the determination of their crystal
structures and the investigation of chirallity eﬀects in the
solid state (asymmetrically substituted hydantoins at C5 are
enantiomeric).9−15
We have recently investigated the parent hydantoin
(C3H4N2O2).16,17 Monomers of the compound were isolated
in an argon matrix at 10 K and their structure, vibrational
properties and unimolecular photochemistry studied by
infrared spectroscopy, complemented by quantum chemical
calculations.17 It was shown that the Cs symmetry structure
corresponds to the experimentally relevant form of the isolated
© 2014 American Chemical Society

hydantoin molecule. In the crystalline state (monoclinic C2/c;
Z = 8),18 hydantoin molecules are linked by N−H···O
hydrogen bonds, forming chains where each molecule is
connected to its two neighbors by a total of four H-bonds, the
average enthalpy per H-bond and r(N···O) H-bond distance
amounting to −11.2 kJ mol−1 and 0.288 nm, respectively.17,18
Upon UV-irradiation (λ = 230 nm) of matrix-isolated
hydantoin, photochemical transformation of the compound
was observed, leading to formation of isocyanic acid (HNCO),
carbon monoxide and methylenimine (H2CNH).17 Hbonded dimers of the compound have also been theoretically
investigated16 and simple correlations extracted which relate the
shifts in the NH stretching and bending modes with H-bond
formation.
The present study is focused on the detailed characterization
of the electronic structure of 1-methylhydantoin molecule (1MH; Scheme 1), in particular the detailed investigation of the σ
and π electronic systems of the molecule in the ground
electronic state, interpretation of its infrared spectrum, and
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used. The KBr pellet was placed in a high-precision
temperature variation cell (Mettler-Toledo FP84HT), with
FP90 controlling unit.
The infrared spectra were recorded, with 0.5 cm−1 resolution,
using a Thermo Nicolet 6700 Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrometer, equipped with a Ge/KBr beam splitter
and a deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector. To avoid
interferences from H2O and CO2, a ﬂux of air free of water
vapor and carbon dioxide continuously purged the optical path
of the spectrometer. ATR infrared spectra were also collected,
with 1 cm−1 spectral resolution, in a ThermoNicolet IR300
FTIR spectrometer, equipped with a Smart Orbit ATR
accessory, a DTGS detector and a Ge/KBr beam splitter.
The matrices were irradiated through an outer quartz
window of the cryostat with broadband UV light produced
by a 500 W Hg(Xe) lamp (Newport, Oriel Instruments) set up
to provide an output of 200 W at the sample or narrowband
(fwhm 0.2 cm−1) UV light provided by a Spectra Physics
MOPO-SL tuned at 230 nm (repetition rate = 10 Hz, pulse
energy 10 mJ, duration = 10 ns). The MOPO was pumped by a
pulsed Quanta Ray Pro-Series Nd:YAG laser. In the broadband
irradiation experiments, the Hg(Xe) lamp was ﬁtted with a
water ﬁlter (8 cm long) to absorb heat, and appropriate UVcutoﬀ ﬁlters were used to select wavelength range (λ > 367,
328, 295, 234 nm).
Diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were
done using a Pyris-1 power compensation calorimeter from
PerkinElmer, with an intracooling unit at −25 °C (ethylene
glycol-water, 1:1 v/v, cooling mixture) and a 20 mL min−1
nitrogen purge ﬂow. Samples (0.8−3 mg) were hermetically
sealed in aluminum pans, with an empty pan used as reference.
Temperature and enthalpy calibration were performed with
indium (PerkinElmer, x = 99.99%, Tfus = 156.60 °C) and
byphenyl (CRM LGC, Tfus = 68.93 °C ± 0.03 °C).21 In the
DSC experiments, the samples were scanned from 25 to 162 °C
at a scan rate β = 10 °C min−1.
Polarized light thermal microscopy (PLTM) was used to
obtain images of the compound within the same range of
temperature used in DSC experiments. A hot stage Linkam
system (model DSC600) was used, with a Leica DMRB
microscope and a Sony CCD-IRIS/RGB video camera. The
image analysis was performed using the Real Time Video
Measurement System software from Linkam. The images were
obtained by combined use of polarized light and wave
compensators, using a 200× magniﬁcation.
All density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried
out using the Gaussian 09 program.22 The three-parameter
B3LYP density functional, including the Becke’s gradient
exchange correction23 and the Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation
functional,24 was used together with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis
set.25 The vibrational spectra of 1-MH were calculated at the
same level of theory. In order to correct the basis set limitation
and anharmonicity eﬀects, the calculated B3LYP/6-311+
+G(d,p) harmonic vibrational frequencies were scaled by
0.957, above 3400 cm−1, and by 0.980, below 3400 cm−1.
The normal coordinate analysis was performed using a locally
modiﬁed version of the program BALGA, according to the
methodology described by Schatschneider and Mortimer.26
The symmetry internal coordinates used in this analysis were
deﬁned as recommended by Pulay et al.27 Natural bond orbitals
analysis (NBO) was performed according to Weinhold and coworkers28,29 using NBO 3.1, as implemented in Gaussian 09.
Atoms in molecules (AIM) analysis30 of the electron density of

Scheme 1. 1-Methylhydantoin Molecule, with Atom
Numbering

study of its photochemistry. 1-Methylhydantoin is one of the
smallest and structurally simplest substituted hydantoins,
bearing a single methyl substituent at N1. Substituted
hydantoins at the nitrogen atoms have been shown to induce
growth inhibition followed by apoptosis in leukemia cells, and
their cytotoxity to be substantially inﬂuenced by the nature of
the substituents.2,3 The knowledge of its structural, vibrational
and photochemical properties is then relevant to the general
structural characterization of more complex N1-substituted
hydantoins, and understanding their photochemical reactivity
(which can be expected to be more complex than for the
nonsusbtituted parent compound), and biological way of
action. The selected experimental technique was matrix
isolation infrared spectroscopy, complemented by quantum
chemical calculations performed at the DFT(B3LYP) level of
approximation with the split-valence triple-ζ, augmented with
diﬀuse and polarization functions, 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.
The present investigation also included the thermal study of
neat 1-methylhydantoin, within a wide temperature range
(from 10 K to melting), using diﬀerent experimental techniques
(infrared spectroscopy, diﬀerential scanning calorimetry,
polarized light thermomicroscopy and X-ray powder diﬀraction). A crystalline structure of 1-MH was recently solved by Xray single crystal diﬀraction.19 However, the presence in the
compound of the primary amide moiety, a well-known versatile
structural element which can give rise to diﬀerent synthons in
the solid state,18,20 led us to search for the existence of other
polymorphs of 1-MH. As described in detail below, a second
polymorph of the compound could indeed be successfully
identiﬁed.

■

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS
1-Methylhydantoin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (98%
purity). The matrices were prepared by codeposition of 1-MH
and argon (Air Liquide, N60) onto a CsI window, mounted at
the cold (10 K) tip of the cryostat (APD Cryogenics closedcycle helium-cooled refrigerator system with a DE-202A
expander). 1-MH vapors were obtained by in situ vacuum
sublimation of the compound placed in a thermoelectrically
heatable furnace assembled inside the cryostat. The temperature of the sample holder (CsI window) was measured by a
silicon diode temperature sensor, connected to a digital
controller (LakeShore Model 331), with an accuracy of 0.1
K. The low temperature ﬁlm of the neat compound was
prepared in a similar way but with the argon inlet closed. For
the temperature variation spectroscopic studies performed at
temperatures above room temperature the standard technique
of dilution of the polycrystalline compound in a KBr pellet was
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Table 1. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Optimized Geometrical Parameters for the Minimum Energy Structure of 1-MH and
Comparison with Those Obtained17 at the Same Level of Theory for the Parent Hydantoina
bond length/Å
N1−C2
N1−C5
N1−C6
C2−N3
C2O7
N3−C4
N3−H8
C4−C5
C4O9
C5−H10,11
C6−H12,14
C6−H13

1.369
1.451
1.448
1.414
1.210
1.376
1.009
1.531
1.207
1.096
1.095
1.089

angle/deg
(−1)
(0)
−
(1)
(3)
(−2)
(0)
(−3)
(1)
(2)
−
−

C2−N1−C5
C2−N1−C6
C5−N1−C6
N1−C2−N3
N1−C2O7
N3−C2O7
C2−N3−C4
C2−N3−H8
C4−N3−H8
N3−C4−C5
N3−C4O9
C5−C4O9
N1−C5−C4
N1−C5−H10,11
C4−C5−H10,11
H10−C5−H11
N1−C6−H12,14
N1−C6−H13
H12−C6−H14
H13−C6−H12,14

dihedral angle/deg
112.2 (−11)
123.5b (27)
124.2b (−16)
105.9 (6)
128.6 (−2)
125.5 (−4)
113.5 (−1)
122.0 (0)
124.5 (2)
105.0 (−3)
127.7 (6)
127.3 (2)
103.3 (9)
112.7 (−5)
109.8 (3)
108.4 (−4)
111.0 −
108.0 −
108.9 −
109.0 −

C2−N1−C5−H10,11
C6−N1−C5−H10,11
C2−N1−C6−H12,14
C5−N1−C6−H12,14
N3−C4−C5−H10,11
O9C4−C5−H10,11

±118.5 (7)
±61.5 (−7)
±119.4 −
±60.6 −
±120.5 (1)
±59.5 (−1)

a

See atom numbering in Scheme 1. Numbers in parentheses correspond to the variation (in units of the last digit) of the structural parameters in
going from hydantoin to 1-MH. bIn hydantoin, C2−N1−H6 and C5−N1−H6.

the electron delocalization is minimal; (d) the internal angles of
the ring with a nitrogen atom in the apex (C4−N3−C2 and
C2−N1−C5) are much larger (112−114°) than those with
carbon atoms in the apex (N1−C2−N3, N3−C4−C5 and N1−
C5−C4; ∼103−106°), suggesting quite diﬀerent s−p composition of the hybrid orbitals of the N and C atoms used to make
the ring bonds (we shall turn to this point later); (e) the
geometry of 1-MH is very similar to that of the parent
hydantoin molecule (see Table 1), indicating that the electronic
eﬀects due to the methyl substituent are not much relevant; on
the other hand, as seen in Table 1, the C2−N1−X6 and C5−
N1−X6 angles are substantially diﬀerent in hydantoin (X = H)
and 1-MH (X = CH3), in consequence of steric eﬀects resulting
from the H-by-methyl substitution; since the in-plane hydrogen
atom of the methyl group in 1-MH is pointing to C2, the C2−
N1−X6 angle increases by 2.7° in going from hydantoin to 1MH in order to reduce hindrance between that hydrogen atom
and O7, whereas the opposite angle (C5−N1−X6) reduces by
1.6° (the C2−N1−C5 angle undergoes a smaller reduction of
1.1°). As described in detail below, most of the noted
characteristic geometrical attributes of the 1-MH molecule
can be correlated with electronic features.
Charge Density Analyses of the 1-MH Molecule (NBO
and AIM). Analyses of the charge distribution in the molecule
of 1-MH and of the topological properties of the electron
density and gradient of electron density allowed us to
understand some of the fundamental structural characteristics
of the molecule and extract conclusions relevant for its chemical
reactivity.
NBO Analysis. The performed NBO analysis was particularly
successful to shed light on the speciﬁc characteristics of the σ
and π electronic systems of the molecule.
Table 2 shows the total, σ and π NBO atomic charges for 1MH. As shown in the table, the total charges of the nitrogen
atoms (N1 and N3) are negative, as we could anticipate,

1-MH was performed with the MultiWFN (version 3.2)
program package.31

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of the 1-MH Molecule. The calculated
geometrical parameters for ground state minimum energy
conformation of 1-MH are shown in Table 1, where they are
compared with those obtained at the same level of theory for
the parent hydantoin. According to the performed calculations,
the 1-MH molecule has Cs symmetry, with a planar ring and the
methyl substituent oriented so that the hydrogen atom located
in the ring plane is oriented toward O7 (see Scheme 1). This
methyl group orientation ensures stabilization of the molecule
through the intramolecular electrostatic interaction resulting
from the antiparallel alignment of the dipoles associated with
the C6−H13 and C2O7 bonds (see Scheme 1).
The most interesting results regarding the geometry of 1-MH
are the following: (a) the bond length of the carbonyl group
connected to two nitrogen atoms (C2O7; 1.210 Å) is longer
than that of the carbonyl group connected to a single nitrogen
atom (C4O9; 1.207 Å), in consonance with the expected
larger total π electron delocalization from the nitrogen atoms to
O7 atom, compared to O9; (b) the ring Csp2−N bond lengths
follow the order C2−N1 < C4−N3 < C2−N3 (1.369, 1.376,
1.414 Å, respectively), pointing to a maximum N-to-O electron
delocalization in the fragment N1C2O7, i.e., when the nitrogen
atom has only an oxygen atom as acceptor, while the minimum
N-to-O electron donation occurs in the N3C2O7 fragment
because N3 has to donate electronic charge to both O7 and O9
and, since O7 has another donor (N1), N3 donates
preferentially to O9; (c) the two Csp3−N bond lengths
(exocyclic C6−N1 and ring C5−N1) do not diﬀer very much
(1.448 and 1.151 Å, respectively), and the C4−C5 bond length
(1.531 Å) is somewhat longer than the typical Csp3−Csp2 length
(∼1.50 Å),32 indicating that in the C−CH2−N−CH3 fragment
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mesomeric structures III and IV, whereas N1 shows only a
positive charge in mesomeric structure II. A similar reasoning
can be applied to understand the relative values of the π charges
of the two oxygen atoms. Since O7 shows a negative charge in
two mesomeric structures (II and IV), while O9 is negatively
charged in only one mesomeric structure (III), O7 has a more
negative π charge than O9.
It is also interesting to notice that the σ charges of the two
oxygen atoms are considerably less negative than the
corresponding π charges, and have opposite relative values
(namely, O9 σ charge is more negative than O7 σ charge). This
shows that, compared to C4O9, the higher C2O7 π bond
polarization toward oxygen leads to reduce the trend for the
associated σ bond to be polarized in the same direction. The
O7 atom is, nevertheless, the most negatively charged oxygen
atom, in result of its highly polarized π bond through
mesomerism. Indeed, these results are in perfect agreement
with the structural results (speciﬁcally the relative C2O7 and
C4O9 bond lengths) discussed in the previous section,
which indicate a larger π electron delocalization from the
nitrogen atoms to O7, compared to O9.
The relative values of the π charges on the nitrogen atoms
are also consistent with the relative values of the ring Csp2−N
bond lengths that, as discussed above, point to a maximum Nto-O electron delocalization in the fragment N1C2O7. In fact,
the positive π charge of N1 (+0.289 e; resulting essentially from
the π delocalization to O7, as shown in Scheme 2) is
considerably larger than half of the positive charge of N3
(+0.168 e), which donates π electron charge to both O7 and
O9.
In the case of C2 and C4 atoms, it is noted that both π and σ
charges are positive, being the σ charge contribution the
prevalent one, while the reverse situation occurs for C5 and C6,
which show negative σ and π charges, with the prevalent
contribution to the total charge being due to the π system.
The relative importance of the mesomerism within the
diﬀerent NCO fragments of the 1-MH molecule (as well as
other relevant intramolecular interactions) can also be
evaluated by taking into account the most relevant NBO
interactions. These interactions are listed in Table 3 and
graphically represented in Figure S1 (Supporting Information).
Orbital interaction energies, E(2), between ﬁlled and empty
NBOs (including non-Lewis extra valence Rydberg orbitals) are
obtained from the second-order perturbation approach,

Table 2. Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) Atomic Charges (in
Units of Electron; e = 1.60217646 × 10−19 C) for 1-MH,
Obtained from the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p)
Calculationsa
NBO charge

a

atom

total

σ

π

N1
C2
N3
C4
C5
C6
O7
H8
O9
H10,11
H12,14
H13

−0.516
0.819
−0.654
0.683
−0.247
−0.355
−0.621
0.421
−0.578
0.218
0.190
0.233

−0.805
0.645
−0.991
0.466
−0.030
−0.156
−0.091
−
−0.121
−
−
−

0.289
0.174
0.336
0.216
−0.217
−0.199
−0.530
−
−0.457
−
−
−

See Scheme1 for atom numbering.

because the nitrogen atoms are more electronegative than the
carbon atoms to which they are attached. Similarly, the C2 and
C4 carbon atoms, which are connected to more electronegative
oxygen and nitrogen atoms, have positive total charges, while
C5 and C6 are bonded to hydrogen atoms and, therefore, show
negative total charges. As C6 is bonded to 3 hydrogen atoms,
this carbon atom is more negative than C5, which is bonded
only to two hydrogen atoms. The oxygen atoms (O7 and O9)
are the most electronegative atoms in the molecule and show
total charges that are signiﬁcantly negative.
The analysis of the charge distribution in 1-MH based on the
total charges is quite simplistic. Considerably more interesting
details of the electron distribution in the molecule can be
revealed by the analysis of the NBO charges partition in terms
of σ and π systems. From this analysis, it can notice that,
despite of having a negative total charge, the nitrogen atoms
show a positive π charge, in agreement with the mesomeric
structures depicted in Scheme 2. Note also that the N3 atom
has a π charge that is more positive than that of N1, in
agreement with the fact that N3 shows a positive charge in
Scheme 2. (I) Dominant Canonic Form of 1Methylhydantoin; (II, III, and IV) Mesomeric Structures
Assuming Delocalization of π Electrons in the Molecule’s
NCO Moieties

Table 3. Stabilization Energies for Selected NBO Pairs, As
Given by Second Order Perturbation Theory Analysis of the
Fock Matrix in the NBO Basis, for 1-MH, Obtained from the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Calculationsa
pair name

donor NBO

acceptor NBO

E(2) energy (kJ mol−1)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

LP (N1)
LP (N3)
LP (N3)
LP2 (O7)
LP2 (O7)
LP2 (O9)
LP2 (O9)
LP1 (O7)
LP1 (O9)

π* (C2−O7)
π* (C2−O7)
π* (C4−O9)
σ* (N1−C2)
σ* (C2−N3)
σ* (N3−C4)
σ* (C4−C5)
RY* (C2)
RY* (C4)

64.23
47.23
55.70
24.58
28.43
27.05
22.11
18.01
17.89

a

See atom numbering in Scheme 1. LP, lone electron pair orbital. Ry,
Rydberg type orbital.
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Table 4. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Calculated Bond Lengths (r/Å) and Bond Angles (α/deg) of the 1-MH Ring, and Molecular
Charge Density at the Bond Critical Points (ρ(BCP)/ e) and Bond-Path Angles (α(BP)/deg) Resulting from the AIM Analysisa
N1−C2
C2−N3
N3−C4
C4−C5
C5−N1
a

r

ρ(BCP)

1.369
1.414
1.376
1.531
1.451

0.320
0.292
0.311
0.251
0.266

C2−N1−C5
N1−C5−C4
C5−C4−N3
C4−N3−C2
N3−C2−N1

α

α(BP)

α(BP) − α

112.2
103.3
105.0
113.5
105.9

112.4
103.3
105.4
113.9
106.1

0.2
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.2

In the AIM analysis, the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) wave function was used.

E(2) = ΔEij = qi

Fij 2

(ii) NBO orbital interactions designated H and I in Table 3
describe the electronic charge transfer from the second
nonbonded electron pair (LP1; σ) of the oxygen atoms to
one Rydberg orbital of the corresponding carbonyl carbon
atom. These interactions are associated with eﬀects related to
the carbonyl bond polarization, working speciﬁcally as
moderators of the σ polarization of the carbonyl bonds to
compensate the eﬀects of the increased π polarization due to
interactions A, B, and C (see Table 3).
The analysis of the s-p composition of the hybrid NBO’s of
the ring nitrogen and carbon atoms allows to explain why the
internal angles of the ring are considerably larger when a
nitrogen atom is in the angle apex (C4−N3−C2 and C2−N1−
C5; 112−114°) than when a carbon atom is the apex (N1−
C2−N3, N3−C4−C5, and N1−C5−C4; ∼103−106°). As
mentioned before, such observation suggests diﬀerent s−p
composition of the hybrid orbitals of the N and C atoms used
to make the ring bonds. A smaller p contribution to the hybrid
orbital correlates with larger angles,37,38 so that the average p
contribution to the hybrid orbitals used to establish the ring
bonding NBO’s by the nitrogen atoms (N1 and N3) shall be
smaller than that used by the carbon atoms (C2, C4 and C5).
Accordingly, the hybridization of the orbitals used by N1 and
N3 to form the ring NBOs were calculated to be sp2.17 (N1−
C5), sp1.96 (N1−C2), sp1.80 (N3−C4), and sp1.99 (N3−C2), as
expected exhibiting average smaller p contributions per atom
than those used by the carbon atoms, sp2.01 (C2−N1), sp2.30
(C2−N3), sp2.28 (C4−N3), sp1.94 (C4−C5), sp3.26 (C5−N1),
and sp2.87 (C5−C4).
AIM Analysis. As it will be described in detail later in this
article, 1-MH may undergo fragmentation reactions through
ring cleavage. The estimation of the relative strengths of the
diﬀerent bonds of the molecule is then relevant for the
understanding of such processes. A simple and elegant way to
perform this estimation is to use the AIM theory approach30
and evaluate the value of the charge density at the bond critical
points of the molecule, then correlating these values with the
bond strengths.30,39−43 Useful information regarding the
stability of the diﬀerent ring bonds can also be extracted
from the diﬀerences between the bond-path-angles and the
geometrical angles, which are a measure of the ring strain.30,37
The relevant data is presented in Table 4. Figure 1 shows the
contour map of the molecular charge density (ρ) in the
molecular plane of 1-MH, and the trajectories of the
corresponding gradients; the bond critical points, correspond
to saddle points in ρ and, according to the AIM theory,30 the
presence of a bond between two atoms in a molecule leads to
the appearance of such a critical point in the region between
these two atoms.
From Table 4, it can be seen that a direct correlation
between the value of the charge density at the bond critical
points of the ﬁve bonds of the 1-MH ring and the

εj − εi

where Fij2 is the Fock matrix element between i and j NBO
orbitals, εj and εi are the energies of the acceptor and donor
NBOs, and qi is the occupancy of the donor orbital.
As it is shown in Table 3, the most important NBO
interactions (A, B, C) involve electronic charge transfer from
the nitrogen atoms to carbonyl bonds and can be directly
related with the mesomeric structures II, III, and IV in Scheme
2. In case of N1, the electronic charge transfer is exclusive to
the π*(C2−O7) antibonding orbital, while N3 donates
electronic charge to both π*(C2−O7) and π*(C4−O9)
antibonding orbitals. As expected, due to competition between
these two interactions involving N3, the E(2) relative
interaction energies for LP(N3) → π*(C2−O7) [47.23 kJ
mol−1] and LP(N3) → π*(C4−O9) [55.70 kJ mol−1] orbital
interactions are smaller than that corresponding to the LP(N1)
→ π*(C2−O7) [64.23 kJ mol−1] orbital interaction. On the
other hand, because the π*(C2−O7) antibonding orbital
receives electronic charge from both nitrogen atoms (N1 and
N3), the LP(N3) → π*(C2−O7) interaction energy is smaller
than the LP(N3) → π*(C4−O9) interaction energy. It is
remarkable, however, that as a whole the electronic charge
transferred from N1 and N3 atoms to π*(C2−O7) antibonding
orbital is considerably larger than the one that results from the
single interaction associated with the π*(C4−O9) antibonding
orbital (compare the total interaction energy values A + B with
C, in Table 3), also in agreement with the more negative π
charge of O7 (−0.530 e) when compared with that of O9
(−0.457 e). All these results are also in agreement with the
conclusions extracted from the structural data presented in the
previous section, speciﬁcally the relative lengths of the CO
and Csp2−N bonds (C2O7 > C4O9; C2−N1 < C4−N3 <
C2−N3).
The remaining main NBO interactions (D−I in Table 3) are
correlated with other types of intramolecular interactions:
(i) The NBO orbital interactions designated as D, E, F, and
G occur between the nonbonded electron pair (LP2; σ) of O7
and O9 oxygen atoms and the antibonding σ* orbitals of the
neighbor C−N bonds. This kind of interaction represent the
well-known electron back-donation eﬀect involving carbonyl
oxygen atoms33−36 that explains, for example, the unusually
short C−H bond length in aldehydes and derivatives of formic
acid, and that reﬂects also in the unusually low ν(C−H)
stretching vibrational frequency in these types of molecules. In
1-MH, these interactions also contribute to determine the
relative lengths of the C2−N3, C4−N3, and C2−N1 bonds
(1.414, 1.376, and 1.369 Å, respectively): the stronger the backdonation from the donor carbonyl lone pair to the acceptor
antibonding orbital of a given Csp2−N ring-bond, the longer the
bond.
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point. The structural results are then in agreement with the
analysis of the electron charge density. The strongest bonds are
the N1−C2 and N3−C4 bonds, while the weakest one is the
C4−C5 bond. This latter can then be expected to be the one
more prone to be cleaved upon fragmentation of 1-MH.
In Table 4 it can also be seen that the diﬀerences between
the bond-path-angles (α(BP)) and the geometrical angles (α) are
very small, which indicates a reduced ring strain. The sum of
the diﬀerences, ∑(α(BP) − α), amount to only 1.2°.
Nevertheless, these results indicate that the most strained
fragment in the molecule corresponds to the C5C4N3C2
moiety (with ∼67% of the total ring strain), and that, in
consequence, elimination of isocyanic acid (speciﬁcally the
fragment H8N3C4O9) appears as a favored fragmentation
process in 1-MH.
IR Spectrum of Matrix-Isolated 1-MH. The matrix
isolated infrared spectrum of 1-MH in argon matrix (at 10
K) is presented, together with the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
calculated spectrum of the compound, in Figure 2. The
proposed band assignments, based on the calculated potential
energy distributions (PED) resulting from the performed
normal coordinate analysis, are provided in Table 5. The
deﬁnitions of the internal symmetry coordinates used in the
PED analysis are provided in Table S1 (Supporting
Information).
The good overall agreement between the experimental and
calculated spectra assures a reliable assignment of the
experimental IR bands. In the following discussion only the
structurally most relevant features of the spectrum of 1-MH will
be considered.
The most intense feature in the infrared spectra of 1-MH is
due to the antisymmetric carbonyl stretching vibration (ν(C
O)as), and observed as a matrix site-split band with maxima at
1771, 1768 cm−1. The relatively intense band observed at
∼1753 cm−1 can be explained in terms of the Fermi resonance
interaction between the ﬁrst overtone of ring skeletal vibration
which fundamental is observed at 884/883 cm−1 and the
antisymmetric carbonyl stretching vibration. A similar Fermi
resonance interaction was found to take place in the case of the
parent hydantoin.17 The relatively intense band associated with
the symmetric carbonyl stretching vibration (calculated at 1804
cm−1) is observed as a site-split doublet at 1803 and 1805 cm−1.
The bands due to the three vibrations of the NH group are
observed as site-split features at 3488/3482 (stretching,
ν(NH)), ∼1340 (in-plane bending, δ(NH), exhibiting four
components), and 530/527 cm−1 (out-of-plane rocking,
γ(NH)). These are the bands which can be anticipated to
undergo larger changes with the sampling conditions, in
particular in going from the matrix isolated monomer to the
condensed phases. As described in detail below, in the spectra
of the neat compound in solid state (either amorphous or
crystalline phases) these bands shift considerably to lower and
higher frequencies, respectively in case of the stretching and
bending modes. These characteristic frequency shifts upon
hydrogen bond formation in the solid states, as well as the
strong dependence with temperature of the bands position,
intensity and proﬁle, and good reproduction of the spectra for
the isolated monomer by the theoretical calculations (calculated
values: 3486, 1331, and 526 cm−1, for stretching, in-plane
bending and rocking modes, respectively), allowed for a secure
assignment of the three vibrations originated in the NH group.
As is usually the case for matrix-isolated molecules, the bands
in the CH stretching region appear with a comparatively

Figure 1. Contour map of the molecular charge density (ρ) in the
molecular plane of 1-MH, and the trajectories of the corresponding
gradients. Atoms are indicated by the brown circles; the points marked
with the blue and orange circles correspond to 1st and 2nd order
saddle points in ρ (of rank and signature 3, −1 and 3, +1, respectively,
where the ﬁrst number is the number of nonzero curvatures of ρ at the
critical point and the second is the algebraic sum of the signs of the
curvatures) and are named bond critical points and ring critical points,
as the presence of a bond between two atoms or a ring in a molecule
leads to the appearance of such critical points in ρ.29 The two unique
gradient paths which originate at inﬁnity or at a ring critical point and
terminate at a bond critical point deﬁne the boundary between a pair
of bonded atoms, in the considered plane. Contour values in this ﬁgure
are 2l0n, 4 × 10n and 8 × 10n, where n starts at −3 and increases in
steps of unity.

Figure 2. Experimental infrared spectrum of monomeric 1-MH
isolated in an argon matrix at 10 K (top) and simulated spectrum of 1MH monomer using Lorenztian functions centered at the scaled
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculated wavenumbers (bottom). Note that
the calculated intensities correspond, in the simulated spectrum, to the
area below the Lorentzian functions, not to peak intensities.

corresponding bond lengths is observed, the shorter the bond,
the greater the charge density at the associated bond critical
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Table 5. Infrared Spectrum of Monomeric 1-MH in Argon Matrix (10 K) and DFT(B3LYP)/6-311G++(d,p) Calculated
Infrared Spectrum and Potential Energy Distributions (PED)a

a
Key (a) See Table S1 (Supporting Information) for deﬁnition of the symmetry coordinates and Scheme 1 for atom numbering. Abbreviations: w,
wagging; tw, twisting; γ, rocking; ν, stretching; δ, bending; τ, torsion; s, symmetric; as, antisymmetric. (b) Wavenumbers in cm‑1; n.obs., not
observed; n.i., not investigated. (c) IR intensities in km mol−1. (d) PED’s lower than 10% are not shown; symmetry of the vibrations are given in
square brackets. (e) The ν(CH3)s mode participates in a Fermi resonance interaction with the ﬁrst overtone of the δ(CH3)as” mode, whose
fundamental is observed at 1457/1455 cm−1 (matrix-site split band); other overtones and combination tones observed in the CH stretching region
of the spectrum appear at 2983 (2 × 1492), 2868 (1455 + 1412), 2846 (2 × 1426) and 2802 (2 × 2808) cm−1.

UV-Induced Photolysis of Matrix-Isolated 1-MH. The
matrix isolated 1-MH monomer was submitted to UVirradiation using two diﬀerent experimental approaches, in
order to investigate its photochemistry. Irradiation was
performed through the outer quartz window of the cryostat
either with broadband UV light produced by a Hg(Xe) lamp or
narrowband (λ= 230 nm; fwhm 0.2 cm−1) UV laser/MOPO
light. In the broadband irradiation experiments, the Hg(Xe)
lamp was ﬁtted with a water ﬁlter (8 cm long) to absorb heat,
and appropriate UV-cutoﬀ ﬁlters were used to select wavelength range (λ > 367, 328, 295, 234 nm). Only when the 234
nm ﬁlter was used, was the broadband irradiation found to lead
to photochemical transformation of the reactant. Under these
conditions, after ∼7 h of consecutive irradiation the amount of
1-MH in the sample reduced to ca. 1/4 of the initial. The
narrowband irradiation (λ = 230 nm) was found to be
considerably more eﬃcient than the broadband one, though the
observed spectral changes indicate that the photoinduced
transformations are the same in the two types of experiments.

reduced intensity, and the proposed assignments are tentative
(the spectra obtained for the neat solid compound do not help
very much to increase the certainty of the assignments because
in these cases the CH stretching bands appear superimposed to
the strong downshifted due to hydrogen bonding NH
stretching features; see Figure S2). On the other hand, the
assignments for the CH bending and rocking modes are
straightforward (see Table 5 and Figure 2).
The skeletal vibrations could also be assigned with ease,
because they were very well predicted by the calculations. Two
of the ring stretching modes were predicted by the calculations
to have a relevant contribution from the δ(NH) coordinate
(bands calculated at 1303 and 1099 cm−1, mainly associated
with the ν4(ring) and ν1(ring) coordinates; see Tables 5 and
S1). Accordingly, the corresponding observed bands (1319/
1316 and multiplet at ca. 1108−1120 cm−1) were also found to
exhibit larger frequency shifts in going from the isolated
monomer to the neat solid compound (details will be provided
below).
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Upon laser/MOPO irradiation of the sample at λ = 230 nm, the
initial amount of 1-MH was reduced to 1/4 after only about 1 h
irradiation.
The results of the performed photochemical experiments are
summarized in Scheme 3, Figure 3 and Table 6. According to
the observations, the 230 nm induced photolysis of matrix
isolated 1-MH occurs via two diﬀerent pathways, which lead to
fragmentation to (a) OCNH + CO + H2CNCH3 and (b)
2CO + 2H2CNH. We were not able to capture any reaction
intermediate, so that the precise mechanisms of fragmentation
can only be tentatively proposed.
Pathway (a) is probably a concerted process where the weak
C2−N3 and C4−C5 bonds are cleaved, yielding an isocyanic
acid molecule (OCNH), and triggering the cleavage of the
stronger N1−C2 bond with production of CO and N-methyl−
methylenimine (H2CNCH3). Note that this pattern of
fragmentation respects the theoretical indication (see results of
the AIM analysis discussed before) that the most strained
fragment in the 1-MH molecule corresponds to the
C5C4N3C2 moiety (as show before, with ∼67% of the total
ring strain), i.e., that the elimination of isocyanic acid

Scheme 3. Photoinduced Fragmentation Pathways of 1-MH
in an Argon Matrix upon 230 nm Excitationa

a

Suggested intermediate species in the brackets were not observed
(see text).

Figure 3. Experimental infrared diﬀerence spectrum: irradiated 1-MH matrix (λ = 230 nm; 1 h) minus as-deposited 1-MH matrix (top) and simulated
diﬀerence spectrum based on the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculated (scaled) spectra of 1-MH, HNCO, CO, H2CNH, and H2CNCH3
(bottom). The intensities of the diﬀerent photoproducts in the simulated spectrum were multiplied by arbitrary factors to allow an easier comparison
with the experimental data.
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Table 6. Infrared Spectrum of the Photolyzed 1-MH in
Argon Matrix (10 K, X = 230 nm, 1 h), B3LYP/6-311 G+
+(d,p) Calculated Spectra for the Observed Photoproducts
and Relevant Literature dataa
calculated
freq

IIR

experimental
this study

lit. freqb

Isocyanic Acid
1
2

ν(NH)
ν(NCO)as

3
4
5
6

ν(NCO)s
δ(HNC)
δ(NCO)
γ(NCO)
4+5
ν(CO)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ν(CH2)as
ν(CH3)as″
ν(CH3)as′
ν(CH2)s
ν(CH3)s
ν(CN)
δ(CH2)
δ(CH3)as′
δ(CH3)as″
δ(CH3)s

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

w(CH2)
γ(CH3)as″
γ(CH3)as′
γ(CH2)
ν(NCH3)
τ(C−N)
δ(CNC)
τ(CH3)

1

ν(NH)

2
3
4
5
6
7

ν(CH2)as
ν(CH2)s
ν(CN)
δ(CH2)
δ(HNC)
w(CH2)

8
9

τ(C−N)
γ(CH2)

3531
2292

170
783

3339, 3336
2268, 2262, 2247,
2238
1311
1
n.o.
749
200 730
557
97
567
620
4
605
1327
Carbon Monoxide
2167
89
2145−2134
N-Methylmethylenimine
3064
28
3014
3021
16
2977
3003
24
2969
2916
90
2869
2905
44
2862
1699
19
1721, 1716
1477
23
1472
1449
2
1441
1446
6
1436
1406
1
1412, 1411, 1405,
1403
1213
15
1260, 1239, 1237
1117
1
n.o.
1101
<1
n.o.
1045
22
1039, 1034
944
15
962, 946, 935
682
1
655
469
6
495
212
9
n.i.
Methylenimine
3286
2
3301, 3298, 3295,
3292
3050
33
3014
2951
53
2932
1673
25
1666
1463
7
1459, 1458
1343
35
1391,1380
1139
47
1128, 1125, 1122,
1120
1083
18
1068, 1066
1052
34
1046, 1044

3517, 3506
2259
n.o.
770
574
n.o.
1315
2138
(monomer)

Figure 4. 1-MH DSC heating curves from 25 to 162 °C, β = 10 °C
min−1. (1) Original 1-MH substance (polymorph I),19 mass m = 1.91
mg. (2) 1-MH sample obtained by sublimation (at T = 100 °C, p =
103 Pa, coldﬁnger at about 20 °C, polymorph II), m = 0.79 mg.

nm photofragmentation of the parent hydantoin molecule
isolated in and argon matrix and subjected to identical
experimental conditions.17
Pathway (b), on the other hand, is most probably a more
complex process, where extrusion of two molecules of CO
should led to formation of the NH radical, which then reacts
with the remaining fragment (CH2NCH3) to produce two
methylenimine molecules. Such process may eventually occur
through a cyclic N-methyl-diaziridine intermediate resulting
from radical recombination. Whatever is the real mechanism,
methyl nitrene shall be involved (which shall convert to
methylenimine by [1,2]-H shift), but this species was also not
detected in the present experiments.
The key-products of (a) and (b) are HCON and Nmethylmethylenimine in one side and methylenimine in the
other, because CO is produced in both pathways. As shown in
Figure 3 and Table 6, the presence of these products in the
photolyzed 1-MH matrix is doubtless. The small diﬀerences
found in the positions of some bands of these species compared
to literature data44−48 result from the fact that in the present
case the molecules are interacting in the same matrix cage.
Thermal Analysis Investigation of 1-MH. The crystalline
structure of the purchased sample of 1-MH was identiﬁed as
that described by Puszyńska-Tuszkanow and co-workers,
hereafter polymorph I19 (See X-ray powder diﬀractogram in
Figure S3, Supporting Information). According to the
performed DSC studies, the melting of the purchased sample
of 1-MH, occurs at Tfus = (155.7 ± 0.7) °C, with an enthalpy of
fusion ΔfusH = (21.5 ± 0.3) kJ mol−1 (curve 1, Figure 4). In the
heating process, no other events were observed, as proved also
by the thermomicroscopy images in Figure 5, part 1).
Another 1-MH sample was obtained by sublimation at T =
100 °C, p = 103 Pa, using the coldﬁnger technique, with water
at about 20 °C as the freezing ﬂuid. The crystalline structure of
this new sample, crystals with uniform acicular habit, diﬀers
from that of polymorph I, as supported by the ATR spectra
presented in Figure 6 (1600−500 cm−1 region; Figure S4 for
3600−1600 cm−1 range) and by the comparison of the X-ray
powder diﬀractogram of the new polymorph (Figure S5) with
that of polymorph I (see Figure S3). Moreover, on heating the

3263c
3085,d
2926e
1650,d
1460,d
1358,d
1113,d

3036e
1641e
1453e
1348e
1123e

1072,d 1063e
1040,d 1059e

Wavenumbers in cm−1; IR intensities in km mol−1. Abbreviations: s,
symmetric; as, antisymmetric; w, wagging; ν, stretching; δ, in-plane
bending; γ, rocking; τ, torsion; n.o., not observed; n.i., not investigated.
b
Literature data for isolated monomers: isocyanic acid,44 carbon
monoxide,45 methylenimine: cReference 46. dReference 47. eReference
48.
a

(speciﬁcally the fragment H8N3C4O9) should be a favored
fragmentation process in 1-MH.
Note that detachment of isocyanic acid from 1-MH has also
been observed in other types of experiments, namely electron−
ionization mass spectrometry.19,49−51 Furthermore, pathway
(a) is identical to that previously reported in case of the 230
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Figure 5. Polarized light thermomicroscopy images collected in 1-MH heating processes from 25 to 162 °C, β = 10 °C min−1, ampliﬁcation 200×.
(1) Original 1-MH substance (polymorph I).19 (2) 1-MH sample obtained by sublimation (at T = 100 °C, p = 103 Pa, coldﬁnger at about 25 °C),
polymorph II.

The infrared spectra of both purchased and obtained by
sublimation at T = 100 °C crystalline samples diluted in KBr
pellets were recorded at room temperature (see Figure 7 and
Figure S5, for 1600−500 and 3600−1600 cm−1 spectral
regions, respectively). These spectra are identical to the
corresponding ATR spectra shown in Figure 6 and Figure S4,
demonstrating that the process of preparation of the KBr
pellets did not lead to any structural change. Polymorph II
sample was then submitted to a temperature program similar to
those used in the DSC and thermomicroscopy experiments.
Figure 8 summarizes the observed changes in the spectra in two
representative spectral regions along the temperature variation
experiments. These two spectral regions (showing the bands
due to γ(CH3)′ (1060−980 cm−1), and δ(CO7) and
δ2(ring) modes (590−540 cm−1), respectively) were chosen
because they are very much sensitive to phase changes, but do
not vary too much with temperature for a given phase, so that
phase transitions can be easily detected (for example, the
spectral region corresponding to the γ(NH) vibration, between
850 and 600 cm−1, is the most sensitive region to structural
changes, but the large shifts with temperature in the same phase
makes this region less illustrative to phase transition
observations). In the two chosen spectral regions, the two
polymorphs have quite diverse vibrational signatures, with
polymorph I exhibiting two single bands at 1043 and 571 cm−1,
while polymorph II gives rise to a band at 1028 cm−1 and a
doublet at 572/564 cm−1. In consonance with the DSC and
PLTM results, the IR spectroscopy results clearly show that,
upon heating, polymorph II converts into polymorph I, which
then melts at about 155 °C, as expected for this polymorph. As
shown in Figure 8, the spectrum obtained at 155 °C reveals a
still incomplete melting, while the spectrum registered at 165
°C corresponds to that of liquid 1-MH (see Figure 7 and Figure
S4 for full mid-IR spectrum of the liquid). Also as in the DSC
and PLTM experiments, the solid−solid II → I transition was
found to take place in an extended range of temperature.
However, the process could be spectroscopically detected to
have already started around 95 °C (see Figure 8), a somewhat
lower temperature compared to those found in the DSC and
PLTM experiments. This may be assigned to the dissimilar
experimental conditions in the diﬀerent experiments.
The band assignments for the room temperature IR spectra
of the two polymorphs of 1-MH and for the liquid phase of the

Figure 6. 1-MH attenuated reﬂectance IR spectra (1600−500 cm−1
range; the 3600−1600 cm−1 region is shown in Figure S4): original 1MH substance (polymorph I)19 (black line); 1-MH sample obtained
by sublimation (at T = 100 °C, p = 103 Pa, coldﬁnger at about 25 °C;
polymorph II) (blue line).

Figure 7. Infrared spectra (1600−500 cm−1 region; the 3600−1600
cm−1 region is shown in Figure S6) of liquid 1-MH, at 165 °C (black
line), and of the two crystalline polymorphs of the compound at room
temperature (25 °C) (polymorph I, red line; polymorph II, blue line).

new solid form, II, a low energy solid−solid transition takes
place, extending from about 110 to 135 °C, as clearly evidenced
by PLTM images in Figure 5, part 2, and also apparent in curve
2 in the inset of Figure 4. The solid−solid transition gives rise
to polymorph I, as the thermodynamic values obtained for the
fusion process are indistinguishable from those of this form.
This conclusion is also supported by IR spectroscopy, as
detailed below.
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Figure 8. Infrared spectra (selected spectral regions) showing the evolution with temperature of a sample of polymorph II of 1-MH.

Table 7. Infrared Bands (cm−1) of Liquid 1-MH, at 165 °C, and of the Two Observed Polymorphs (I and II) of the Compound
(in KBr Pellet; T = 25 °C), with Assignmentsa

a

Key: (a) See Scheme 1 for atom numbering; assignments correspond to approximate descriptions of the vibrations chosen as the main coordinate
contributing to the vibration (avoiding repetition) and are based on the PED’s obtained for the isolated monomer (see Table 5); abbreviations: w,
wagging; tw, twisting; γ, rocking; ν, stretching; δ, bending; τ, torsion; s, symmetric; as, antisymmetric. (b) Also with a signiﬁcant contribution from
the δ(NH) coordinate.

compound (at 165 °C) are collected in Table 7. The
interpretation of these spectra was facilitated by the experiments carried out for solid ﬁlms of the neat compound at low
temperature, described below, where the intrinsic resolution of
the bands is, as it could be expected, considerably better than at
room and higher temperature. The assignments for neat 1-MH

in the diﬀerent phases considered in the present investigation
were also facilitated by comparison of the corresponding
spectra with those obtained for the matrix-isolated compound
and predicted by the calculations. This comparison was found
particularly useful for identiﬁcation of the bands associated with
the NH hydrogen-bond donor fragment, which could be
6004
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the H-bonding interactions on the vibrations of the NH group
are clearly visible in the spectra. In the ν(NH) stretching
region, the usual band broadening, intensiﬁcation and
frequency downshift are observed (see Figures S2 and S6). In
case of the NH bending modes (in plane bending, δ(NH), and
out-of-plane rocking, γ(NH)) band broadening and intensiﬁcation were also noticed to occur upon H-bond formation,
accompanied by the expected shift of frequency to higher
wavenumbers.52,53
Table 8 shows the assignments for the bands in the spectra of
the low temperature amorphous phase and polymorph I at 15
and 245 K (shown in Figures 9 and S2), and the observed
frequency shifts in relation to the position of bands in the
spectrum of the matrix-isolated 1-MH. It can be seen that the
largest shifts occur for the ν(NH), δ(NH), and γ(NH) bands,
which amount to ca. −530, 60 and 270−300 cm−1 (average
values in case of more than one band ascribed to the same
mode), respectively. All other bands show small shifts, with the
following exceptions: (i) bands ascribed to ν4(ring) and
ν1(ring), with shifts of ca. 20 and 40 cm−1, respectively,
which correspond in fact to modes with signiﬁcant contributions from the δ(NH) coordinate (see Table 5 for detailed
descriptions of the vibrations); (ii) the bands associated with
the stretching vibration of the carbonyl group of 1-MH which is
more prone to participate in H-bonding, ν(CO7), which
exhibit a down shift of ca. 40 cm−1 (according to the X-ray
data,19 in polymorph I, O7 is indeed involved in the dominant
N−H···O7 H-bond interaction, while O9 is only involved in
weak H-bond-type C6−H···O9 contacts; the calculated charge
of O7 is also more negative than that of O9, as discussed above;
see Table 2); (iii) the ν3(ring) band (that is in fact associated
with a quite delocalized over the molecule vibration; see Table
5), which shifts up by ca. 20−30 cm−1.
The observed frequency shifts in the ν(NH) and γ(NH)
bands upon H-bond formation are particularly relevant, because
it has been shown before52,53 that the shift to lower frequencies
of the NH stretching mode and the shift to higher frequencies
of the corresponding out-of-the-plane NH rocking mode are
correlated, since both parameters correlate with the H-bond
energy. The empirical correlation has the form Δνγ(NH)2 =
2.5(|Δνν(NH)|)1/2 − 18, where Δνγ(NH)2 = (10−2νHγ(NH))2 −
(10−2ν0γ(NH))2 and Δνν(NH) = νHν(NH) − ν0ν(NH), the subscripts
“H” and “0” pertaining to H-bonded and free molecules,
respectively, and the frequencies are expressed in cm−1. For 1MH, application of this empirical correlation using the ν(NH)
frequency for the matrix-isolated compound as reference, led to
estimated frequencies for γ(NH) in the low temperature
amorphous, polymorph I (at 15, 245 K and room temperature),
polymorph II (room temperature) and liquid of 820, 823/821/
821, 808, and 805 cm−1, respectively, which are in fairly good
agreement with the experimental values: 792, 831/823/817,
771, and 734 cm−1 (see Tables 7 and 8). Interestingly, for 1MH the correlation seems to apply also when the δ(NH) inplane bending mode is considered instead of the out-of-plane
γ(NH) rocking mode. In this case, the estimated frequency
values using the empirical correlation are 1479, 1480/1479/
1479, 1472, and 1470 cm−1, which compare well with the
corresponding observed values: 1496, 1507/1502/1500, 1489,
and 1485 cm−1.
An estimation of the H-bond energies can also be obtained
from the observed shifts in the NH frequencies upon hydrogen
bonding. The H-bond energy (in kJ mol−1) and the shifts
(cm−1) in the ν(NH) and γ(NH) bands were shown to obey

Figure 9. Infrared spectra (1600−500 cm−1 region; the 3600−1600
cm−1 region is shown in Figure S2) of the amorphous ﬁlm of neat solid
1-MH, at 10 K (blue line), and of the crystalline ﬁlm of the compound
at 245 K (after annealing of the amorphous ﬁlm; red line) and at 15 K
(after recooling; black line) (top), and infrared spectrum of the matrix
isolated monomers of 1-MH (argon matrix, 10 K) (bottom).

anticipated to be very much sensitive to both phase and
temperature changes.
Figure 9 shows the 1600−500 cm−1 spectral region of the
spectra of the amorphous solid ﬁlm of 1-MH resulting from fast
cooling of the vapor of the compound onto a CsI substrate kept
10 K, and of the crystalline phase formed upon warming of this
ﬁlm (at 245 K, and after recooling down to 15 K). The highfrequency regions (3600−1600 cm−1) of these spectra are given
in Figure S2. As expected, the spectrum of the amorphous solid
looks very much like that of the liquid sample (see Figures 7
and S6). On the other hand, the spectrum of the crystalline
form resulting from warming the amorphous phase and
obtained at 245 K is identical to that of polymorph I obtained
at room temperature, with the minor diﬀerences between the
two spectra (speciﬁcally the wider bandwidths exhibited by the
room temperature spectrum) being consequence of only
temperature eﬀects. The spectral changes observed during the
recooling of the crystalline sample down to 15 K were found to
be continuous and perfectly reversible in subsequent warmingcooling cycles. These changes can be assigned to a progressive
decrease of vibrational amplitudes upon temperature lowering
and strengthening of intermolecular interactions, leading to an
increase of ordering in the crystal. Without any doubt, no phase
change occurred during this process and the spectrum of the
crystalline 1-MH at 15 K shown in Figure 9 (and Figure S2)
thus corresponds to that of a highly ordered polymorph I.
It is worth noticing that all spectra of the neat 1-MH phases
resemble very much that obtained for the matrix-isolated
compound, except in what concerns the bands associated with
the NH group, which acts as H-bond donor in the neat
condensed phases. This result indicates that the prevalent
hydrogen bonding intermolecular interactions do not perturb
extensively the intramolecular potential, except for the NH
donor moiety. On the other hand, the pronounced eﬀects of
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Table 8. Observed Infrared Bands (Wavenumbers in cm−1) of the Amorphous Film of Neat Solid 1-MH, at 10 K, and of the
Crystalline Film of the Compound at 245 K (after Annealing of the Amorphous Film) and at 15 K (after Re-Cooling), with
Assignments (Shifts in Relation to the Average Values Observed for the Matrix-Isolated Monomer Are Given in Parentheses)a

a

Key: (a) When more than one band are assigned to a given mode, the shift correspond to the mean shift. (b) See Scheme 1 for atom numbering;
assignments correspond to approximate descriptions of the vibrations chosen as the main coordinate contributing to the vibration (avoiding
repetition) and are based on the PED’s obtained for the isolated monomer (see Table 5); abbreviations: w, wagging; tw, twisting; γ, rocking; ν,
stretching; δ, bending; τ, torsion; s, symmetric; as, antisymmetric. (c) Also with a signiﬁcant contribution from the δ(NH) coordinate.

(to within 10%) the empirical correlations, (ΔH)2 = 1.92[Δνν(NH) − 40], and −ΔH = 0.67 × 104 × Δνγ(NH)2. Using
these relationships, the average energies of the H-bonds present
in the two polymorphs of 1-MH at room temperature (25 °C)
were estimated as equal to ca. −28 and −26 kJ mol−1,
respectively, i.e., H-bond networks in the two polymorphs have
similar strengths. Nevertheless, though the diﬀerence between
these two values is of the same order of magnitude as the
uncertainty of the empirical correlation in determining absolute
H-bond enthalpy values (and then cannot be taken
quantitatively), the results point to an average slightly stronger
H-bond network in polymorph I. Applying the same
correlations to polymorph I at 15 K, the resulting value is
−30 kJ mol−1, suggesting also an increase of the strength of the
H-bonding in this polymorph at lower temperatures, in
agreement with the above-mentioned increased order of the
crystal in these conditions that, in turn, is mostly induced by
the smaller vibrational amplitudes at low temperature. By the
same way, the average H-bond energies in the low temperature
1-MH amorphous state (−27 kJ mol−1) and liquid phase (−24
kJ mol−1) could also be estimated.

+G(d,p) theoretical calculations and normal coordinate
analysis. The molecular structure of the compound and its
detailed electronic structure in the ground state were
investigated theoretically, also through natural bond orbital
(NBO) and atoms in molecules (AIM) analyses. It was
concluded that the minima in the potential energy surfaces of
the molecule correspond to the Cs symmetry structure.
Specially interesting was the observation that NBO partial π
charge is superior in O7 atom than in O9 atom and the π
charge in N3 atom is superior than in N1 atom, facts that are
intrinsically connected to 1-MH mesomeric structures and are
the result of the predominant stabilizing interaction between
the molecule orbitals.
AIM analysis indicated a reduced ring strain in the molecule,
with the most strained fragment corresponding to the
C5C4N3C2 moiety (with ∼67% of the total ring strain)
suggesting the elimination of isocyanic acid (speciﬁcally the
fragment H8N3C4O9) as a favored fragmentation process in 1MH. Accordingly, the 230 nm induced photolysis of matrix
isolated 1-MH occurs via two diﬀerent pathways, which lead to
fragmentation to OCNH + CO + H2CNCH3 (preferred
pathway) or to 2CO + 2H2CNH.
The thermal analysis study allowed observation of two
polymorphs of the compound, a previously reported form (I)19
and a new form (II) which can be obtained by sublimation at T
= 100 °C, p = 103 Pa, using the coldﬁnger technique, with

■

CONCLUSIONS
The FTIR spectrum of monomeric 1-MH isolated in solid
argon was recorded and interpreted. Assignments of the
vibrational modes were done based on DFT (B3LYP)/6-311+
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water at about 20 °C as the freezing ﬂuid. This polymorph
converts into polymorph I upon heating in a transition that, for
the neat compound at a warming rate of 10 °C min−1, extends
from about 110 to 135 °C. Polymorph I can be obtained by
crystallization of the low temperature amorphous phase
resulting from fast deposition of the vapor of the compound
onto a substrate kept at 10 K. The IR spectra of the low
temperature amorphous solid, of the two crystalline polymorphs and of the melted compound (at 165 °C) were
obtained and interpreted. From the shifts observed in the NH
stretching, in-plane bending and out-of-plane rocking bands
upon H-bond formation (compared to the positions of the
corresponding bands for the matrix-isolated molecule), the Hbond energies in the diﬀerent phases of the neat compound
were estimated. At room temperature, polymorph II was found
to have an average slightly weaker H-bond network than
polymorph I.
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